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GREETINGS! We encourage everyone to turn on their video & audio 
to say “hello” to each other while we wait for all to arrive. Also, please 
post in the chat where you’re dialing in from.

When we start, we will mute everyone and ask for video feeds to be turned off.



INTRODUCTIONS
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Making 
the Shift



TODAY’s
LEARNING WHO? & WHY? 2 minutes

WARM-UP2 minutes
LEARN 15 minutes
DO15 minutes
WRAP-UP10 minutes

Guiding Questions

How can I apply familiar 
instructional strategies and 
principles to the design of my 
online lessons (synchronous or 
asynchronous)?

What are 4 simple elements I 
should remember to include in 
my online instruction?

YOU WILL NEED
● a blank piece of paper & pen or pencil
● download this handout for later reference

(https://bit.ly/3dkLdL3)



Who are we and why are we here?
● share a simple model for online lesson design (asynchronous 

&/or synchronous)

● co-developed for the NYS Learning Technology Grant

● WHY? Teachers were “leaving themselves out” of their online 
instruction & lessons.

● We will model the parts inside of this “live” synchronous 
experience.

Who are you?
Please share your name and grade 
level/subject in the chat box.

What’s the biggest challenge you face 
shifting to online instruction?
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PART 1: 
WARM UP

Reflect & Jot for 2 Minutes

In your traditional classroom instruction...

● How do you open/start a class or lesson?

● How do you introduce new content or 
skills?

● How do you recap or summarize before 
students run out the door or before you 
transition?



PART 2: 
LEARN

Let’s review the 4-parts of this simple 
model and look at some examples.

Listen to the explanation of each part 
and closely examine the examples.

Jot notes for yourself about each of 
the 4 parts on a piece of paper or in an 
open document.

Warm Up | Learn | Do | Wrap Up



WARM UP
How will I spark student interest 
or focus their attention?

How will I communicate learning 
goals for this lesson and explain 
why this focus is important? 

How will I tap prior 
knowledge?

PURPOSE
● focus attention
● spark interest
● convey goals
● activate prior learning
● brief, short “appetizer”

PRACTICES
● list of guiding questions

● 1-minute video recording from 
the teacher

● opening reflection question

● do now problem

● an image, cartoon, short video 
or animation

● create and submit a mind map 
of what

● introduce new vocabulary



EXAMPLE: an audio lesson introduction
Since this was a short notice gig, I could 
not get a teacher introduction, since I 
need permission.

I’ve attached a model of a lesson intro 
that I’ve used in my virtual writers 
workshop.

--Diane



EXAMPLE: a warm-up discussion

Teacher: Denise Flood – WISE Portfolio

Teacher: anonymous



EXAMPLE: written introductions, list of guiding 
questions, and relevance

Teacher: Chris Gatt – Film as Literature



LEARN
What content/information or 
skill will I introduce? 

How will students learn it? 

How will I keep them active 
during this segment?

PURPOSE
● introduce new knowledge / skills
● add-on to prior learning
● demonstrate a process
● illustrate a model

PRACTICES
● read an article

● explore a website 

● watch a video

● watch a screencast 

● listen to a podcast 

● join Google Hangouts/Zoom for 
“live” real-time instruction



EXAMPLE: a screencast of a teacher modeling

Teacher: anonymous [02:33]

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RwryEalvRytusMQ38YMhiLM8U8ZUGSQ_/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RwryEalvRytusMQ38YMhiLM8U8ZUGSQ_/preview


EXAMPLE: 
a video as lesson

Teacher: Chris Gatt -- Film as Literature



EXAMPLES: 
multi-step, 
multi-modality 

Teacher: John Binaso -- Sports Literature (Heroes & Controversies)



PURPOSE
● apply
● practice
● assess

PRACTICES
● engage in a discussion

● submit an assignment

● add to a Flipgrid

● post on a Padlet

● respond to a Google form

● draft a writing piece

● analyze a piece of music

● create a piece of artwork

● give peer feedback

DO
How will students practice, apply 
and/or assess their understanding 
and learning? 

Will students work independently, 
with a partner or in a small group?

How will they share with me 
and/or the class?



EXAMPLE: combining learn and do

Teacher: Travis Hayes -- Fake News



Warm Up Learn Do Wrap Up

Warm Up Learn Do Wrap Up



EXAMPLE: do and learn reversed

Teacher: Denise Flood -- WISE Portfolio



PURPOSE
● reflect
● assess
● recap or summarize
● revisit goals from “warm up”

PRACTICES
● engage in a discussion

● submit an assignment

● add to a Flipgrid

● post on a Padlet

● respond to a Google form

● draft a writing piece

● analyze a piece of music

● create a piece of artwork

● give peer feedback

WRAP UP

How can I ask students to reflect, 
share, or self assess?

What kind of recap or summary will 
aid students in checking what they 
should have learned?



EXAMPLE: of learn, do and wrap up

Teacher: Kay Keener -- Zero to Sixty-Writing Your First Novella



EXAMPLE: of wrap up “take aways”

Teacher: Rob Heinemann -- 21st Century Journalism



PART 3:
DO

Mute your microphone for 10 minutes 
and work independently.

1. Identify an upcoming lesson or 
assignment task. 

2. Draft ideas for a lesson using the 
4-part structure by brainstorming 
possibilities for each segment:

Warm Up  |  Learn  |  Do  |  Wrap Up



PART 4: 
WRAP UP

What happened as you 
used the model?

What was easy?

What was hard?

What new questions do 
you have?



Tips for choosing the right tool for the right job…

Use TOPICS to organize your coursework for students.
Inside a topic, use a unit structure (Unit 3: Ancient Greece) and/or 
a lesson structure (Lesson 4: What is a polymer?). 

Inside your topics:

● use a MATERIAL when your intent is just to share 
information or content

● use a QUESTION when you want students to contribute 
something or to share out with the whole class

● use an ASSIGNMENT when you want students to submit 
something to you

● use the QUESTION feature for a do now, exit ticket or 
reflection

● use a QUIZ ASSIGNMENT for a formative check or learning 
opportunity

In Google Classroom > Classwork

Google Classroom > Classwork



Tips for choosing the right tool for the right job…

Use FOLDERS to organize your coursework for students.
Inside a folder, use a unit structure (Unit 3: Ancient Greece) and/or 
a lesson structure (Lesson 4: What is a polymer?). 

Inside your folders:

● use a PAGE when your intent is just to share information or 
content

● use a DISCUSSION when you want students to contribute 
something or to share out with the whole class

● use an ASSIGNMENT when you want students to submit 
something to you

● use the DISCUSSION feature for a do now, exit ticket or 
reflection

● use an ASSESSMENT or TEST/QUIZ for a formative check 
or learning opportunity

In a Schoology Course > Add Materials

Schoology Course > Add Materials



PART 4: 
WRAP UP

What happened as you 
used the model?

What was easy?

What was hard?

What new questions do 
you have?



TODAY’s
LEARNING
Guiding Questions
How can I apply familiar instructional 
strategies and principles to the design of 
my online lessons (synchronous or 
asynchronous)?

What are 4 simple elements I should 
remember to include in my online 
instruction?

WRAP UP
● reflect
● assess
● recap or summarize
● revisit goals from “warm up”

DO
● apply
● practice
● assess

LEARN
● introduce new knowledge / 

skills
● add-on to prior learning
● demonstrate a process
● illustrate a model

WARM UP
● focus attention
● spark interest
● convey goals
● activate prior learning
● brief, short “appetizer”
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